Internet messages consist of a message header and a body [N1.STD11], [N2.RFC2822] . MIME content begins with a MIME-part header [N3.RFC2045] , [N4.RFC2046] . Message headers and MIME-part headers consist of fields. While the Message Format and MIME specifications define their respective overall formats and some specific fields, they also have provision for extension fields. A number of extension fields have been specified, some more or less completely than others. Incomplete or imprecise specification has led to interoperability problems as implementers make assumptions in the absence of specifications. This memo identifies items of potential interest to implementers, and section 3 of this memo may serve as an informational guide for authors of specifications of extension fields and field components. will need to coordinate this with IANA prior to publication as an RFC). In many cases, it will be desirable to make provision for extending the set of keywords; that may be done by specifying that the set may be extended by publication of an RFC, or a formal review and registration procedure may be specified (typically as a BCP RFC).
If keywords are defined, and if there is any chance that the set of keywords might be expanded, a registry should be established via IANA. If a registry is not established initially, there is a good chance that initially-defined keywords will not be registered or will subsequently be registered with different semantics (this has happened!).
Provision may be made for experimental or private-use keywords. These typically begin with a case-insensitive "x-" prefix. Other fields comprise trace information that is added during transport. Authors should clearly specify who may generate a field, who may modify it in transit, who should interpret such a field, and who is prohibited from interpreting or modifying the field.
What's it all about?
When introducing a new field or modifying an existing field, an author should present a clear description of what problem or situation is being addressed by the extension or change.
Context
The permitted types of headers in which the field may appear should be specified. Some fields might only be appropriate in a message header, some might appear in MIME-part headers [N4.RFC2046] as well as message headers, still others might appear in specialized MIME media types.
Overall Considerations
Several factors should be specified regarding how a field interacts with the Internet at large, with the applications for which it is intended, and in interacting with other applications. a. Cause a deployed implementation to simply ignore the field in its entirety. That is not a problem provided that it is a new field and that there is no assumption that such deployed implementations will do otherwise.
b. Cause a deployed implementation to behave differently from how it would behave in the absence of the proposed change, in ways that are not intended by the proposal. That is a failure of the proposal to remain backward compatible with the deployed base of implementations.
There are many subtleties and variations that may come into play. Authors should very carefully consider backward compatibility when devising extensions, and should clearly describe all known compatibility issues.
Compatibility With Legacy Content
Content is sometimes archived for various reasons. It is sometimes necessary or desirable to access archived content, with the semantics of that archived content unchanged. It is therefore important that lack of presence of an extension field or field component should not be construed (by an extension specification) as conferring new semantics on a message or piece of MIME content that lacks that field or field component. Any such semantics should be explicitly specified. 
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Security Considerations
No new security considerations are addressed by this memo. The memo reinforces the need for careful consideration and specification of security issues.
Internationalization Considerations
This memo does not directly have internationalization considerations; however, it reminds specification authors of the need to consider internationalization of textual field components.
IANA Considerations
While no specific action is required of IANA in regard to this memo, it does note that some coordination between IANA and specification authors who do require IANA to set up registries is at least desirable, if not a necessity. IANA should also closely coordinate with the RFC Editor so that registries are set up and properly referenced at the time of publication of an RFC that refers to such a registry. IANA is also encouraged to work closely with authors and the RFC Editor to ensure that descriptions of registries maintained by IANA are accurate and meaningful. This document has exactly one (1) author.
In spite of the fact that the author's given name may also be the surname of other individuals, and the fact that the author's surname may also be a given name for some females, the author is, and has always been, male.
The presence of "/SHE", "their", and "authors" (plural) in the boilerplate sections of this document is irrelevant. The author of this document is not responsible for the boilerplate text.
Comments regarding the silliness, lack of accuracy, and lack of precision of the boilerplate text should be directed to the IESG, not to the author. Lilly Informational [Page 10] 
